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Abstract  
The utilization of artificial intelligence in language modeling has seen a significant rise in 
recent years, particularly in the area of text generation. One of the most prominent models in 
this field is ChatGPT3. This study aims to assess ChatGPT's ability to provide feedback on 
college-level technical reports. The research tested three different control groups, one was 
ChatGPT, the other was a student who barely worked with ChatGPT, and one who took it 
step by step with ChatGPT. Several different technical report writing assignments and 
projects were assigned to ChatGPT to evaluate its ability to guide a student through their 
completion and help them improve the quality of their writing. The merit of each component 
and final product was evaluated using the instructor's grading rubrics. Several types of reports 
were tested such as resumes and cover letters, argumentative essays, position papers, critical 
approach analyses, and high level technical lab reports. This study demonstrates the potential 
of ChatGPT as an AI tutor for technical writing tasks. The results of the study show that 
ChatGPT has the ability to provide insightful feedback on college-level technical reports. The 
findings of this research provide valuable insights into the effectiveness of using AI in 
language modeling to support student learning in a practical and efficient manner. The 
implications of this study could have a significant impact on the education field and the 
future use of AI as a tool for language modeling and teaching.  
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Introduction 
 
The Socratic method, which has been revered for its effectiveness as a personalized form of 
tutoring for thousands of years, is still highly sought after in today’s education landscape. In 
ancient times, only the privileged few, such as Aristotle, had the ability to be tutored using 
this method. However, with the modern-day education system failing to cater to the diverse 
learning styles of students. The demand for personalized tutoring has surged tremendously. 
Unfortunately, the high cost of such tutoring makes it out of reach for most students. 
 
Recent advancements in artificial intelligence have provided a glimmer of hope for students 
looking for affordable, personalized tutoring. ChatGPT is one such advancement that holds 
significant potential to revolutionize the tutoring industry. As an AI language model based on 
the GPT-3.5 architecture. ChatGPT is designed to interact with users using natural language 
and provide tailored responses to their queries. ChatGPT is able to describe any concept to 
anybody exactly how they want it, and in a way that helps the user understand the concept 
that they happen to be struggling with. ChatGPT might be able to help people understand 
complex processes such as surgery (Tel et al., 2023). Which poses the question what is 
ChatGPT, that question is pondered by Gordijn, and Have in their paper “ChatGPT: 
Evolution or Revolution” where these questions are looked at in depth. 
 
ChatGPT is new, having only come out in November of 2022, so there’s a lot of different 
tests being used on it, where some use it to write a college application (Tremblay, 2023). It’s 
being asked to solve physics questions (Wang, 2023). ChatGPT’s responses have been 
compared with many real human written articles (Ariyaratne et al., 2023), some of the 
responses from ChatGPT are so detailed, written abstracts are able to even fool scientists 
(Else, 2023). However, with how detailed many of ChatGPT’s answers are, the question 
arises if ChatGPT is a valid author (Teixeira da Silva, 2023). Some cite plagiarism as a 
reason for why it can’t be an author, “A violation of these policies will constitute scientific 
misconduct no different from altered images or plagiarism of existing works” (Thorp, H. H. 
2023). However, this study does not look at the validity of ChatGPT as an author but looks at 
it as a tutor. 
 
In traditional classroom settings, students may feel hesitant to ask questions due to the fear of 
being judged or embarrassed in front of their teachers and peers. This can lead to students 
missing out on valuable learning opportunities and struggling to keep up with their peers. 
However, ChatGPT’s non-judgement nature can provide a more inclusive learning 
environment where students feel comfortable asking questions without fear of judgment. 
 
This research study seeks to explore the extent to which ChatGPT can serve as a low-cost 
personalized tutor. Specifically, it will investigate the efficacy of ChatGPT in assisting 
students with the challenging tasks of helping students write their resumes and cover letters, 
as well as helping them navigate the intricacies of writing academic papers with the guidance 
of their respective rubrics and assignments descriptions. To determine how valuable 
ChatGPT’s advice is, it was asked to regrade papers after grading them. To figure out if its 
own self-evaluation is accurate, and its abilities to write assignments are to the college level, 
the assignments that ChatGPT made, as well as helped students write were graded by a 
technical report writing teacher. 
 
The main goal was not to see if ChatGPT could complete the assignments for the student, but 
to instead see if it could judge the quality of the work submitted by the student and then 



	

 

accurately help them improve it. The aim was to gauge ChatGPT's ability to serve as a 
reliable tool for evaluating and refining the students' assignments rather than just be another 
way to cheat. 
 
This research aims to bridge the gap between traditional personalized Socratic tutoring and 
modern-day technology by evaluating the ability of ChatGPT to provide personalized, low-
cost tutoring services to students. The findings of this study could potentially pave the way 
for a new era of accessible, affordable, and effective personalized tutoring, with the potential 
to level the playing field for students from all walks of life. ChatGPT’s capabilities were 
evaluated, then a student who only worked with ChatGPT briefly who will be known as 
student A, and finally a student who took everything step by step with ChatGPT who will be 
known as Student B. 
 
Methodology 
 
This research serves as a pilot study aimed at assessing the effectiveness of utilizing 
ChatGPT as a Socratic method tutor in a technical report writing class. Due to the rapidly 
evolving technology the study was limited to a small number of subjects. Whenever 
ChatGPT was used, it was given the following prompt, “In this dialogue you will act as a 
socratic tutor, that will constantly guide the student (the user) to the correct answer after you 
tell them their grade based on the assignment description.” First, ChatGPT’s own capabilities 
were tested on how well these reports could be written by it. Next, Student A wrote a single 
paper with guidance from ChatGPT. Finally, Student B wrote as many drafts needed for 
ChatGPT to deem the quality of the paper as 90% or greater. All grades used in the research 
come from the researchers using the professor’s grading rubric. 
 
This research looks at five major assignments. The first assignment is a job application in 
which a student had to find a job listing that they wanted to apply for. They had to tailor their 
resume for this job, as well as write a cover letter for said job listing. Next, was the 
argumentative essay that took a clear and arguable stance on a tightly focused and specific 
topic. Then, the position assignment where the students had to craft a paper that responds to a 
current social issue. The students primarily had to take a stance on a current issue within 
society, with their intended audience being any stranger wondering about the issue at hand. 
Next, for the critique assignment, Students are expected to use critical theory to reanalyze 
any media of their choice and develop a critique and a new way to look at that piece of 
media. Students are allowed to choose any topics like the idea of marxism being represented 
in “The Lion King.” Finally, the chatbot was tested for its ability to aid with high level 
technical projects in engineering experiments. 
 
ChatGPT is known for its ability to chat with any user using regular interhuman dialogue, 
meaning its functionality as a tutor and a mentor is already present. The first scenario that 
was tested was a job application in which a student had to find a job listing that they wanted 
to apply for. They had to tailor their resume for this job, as well as write a cover letter for 
said job listing. When meeting with Student B was instructed to interact with ChatGPT and 
go through each detail, from the job they specifically want, along with the skills that are 
needed for that job. The student even realized they wanted to change their job choice from a 
UX researcher to a content writer. The student even changed where they wanted to apply to 
different software companies that have different objectives. ChatGPT was able to adapt to 
these changes and guide the content of the assignments based on these changes. 
 



	

 

After this interaction the tutor naturally transitioned into guiding the student to the cover 
letter. Where the tutor consistently asked the student what should be included on a cover 
letter, giving an outline at the end of the dialogue. After creating the templates for each 
section of the cover letter as shown in Figure 1, the student wrote their cover letter and a 
resume to accompany it. 
 

 
Figure 1: ChatGPT Guided Template for a Cover Letter 

 
However, the student made changes to the template to suit their actual experience and skills 
that student B has. All changes and the difference found in the cover letter can be found 
within figure 2. 



	

 

Figure 2: Student B’s Cover Letter 
 
Next, the students were tasked with working on the argument assignment. First, ChatGPT 
was given the assignment description and asked to complete the assignment. Next, the 
students were provided with the detailed assignment description, which the students were 
tasked to read through before starting the assignment. Student A wrote their paper with 
partial guidance from ChatGPT, while student B took their time, taking input and direction 
from ChatGPT. Student A would ask things of ChatGPT like what would be an appropriate 
topic for these assignments. Student B’s initial draft was given a low grade by ChatGPT. 
ChatGPT sited that Student B’s initial draft was 60% because it wasn’t “coherent” and it was 
“informal.” Student B’s initial draft that was submitted to ChatGPT can be seen in Figure 3. 
 



	

 

 
Figure 3: Student B’s Initial Argument Draft 

 
With this response, ChatGPT’s aptitude of providing proper feedback can be tested. 
However, the real test is determining if ChatGPT’s feedback is actually beneficial for the 
student. After seeing the feedback that ChatGPT gave, the student then began drafting their 
next attempt keeping in mind the feedback that was given to them by ChatGPT. Student B 
finished their second draft and was given a higher grade by ChatGPT. The intermediate draft 
was given an 80%. 
 
After Student B received feedback on their intermediate draft, Student B revised their paper 
and resubmitted it to ChatGPT to evaluate it. ChatGPT deemed that the final draft was 
worthy enough for a 95% on their essay. Student B’s final essay can be seen in figure 4. 
ChatGPT believes the paper is “clear and concise” believing Student B argued their topic 
well. 
 



	

 

 
Figure 4: Student B’s Final Argument Draft 

 
Next, the position assignment was analyzed. Where the same order occurred, that being 
ChatGPT was given the assignment description and wrote about gun control, student A wrote 
about climate change because ChatGPT instructed it that it was a good topic choice, and 
student B wrote about education funding. Just like the last assignment student B kept 
resubmitting to ChatGPT to get its evaluation of the paper.  
 
Figure 5 displays the initial draft Student B wrote for the position paper. ChatGPT gave the 
draft a tentative grade of 80%. ChatGPT gave student B the feedback that they need to 
improve the areas of “organization, clarity, and evidence.”  
 



	

 

 
Figure 5: Student B’s Initial Position Draft 

 
Student B noted the feedback given by ChatGPT, and began work on their next draft. The 
student constantly kept referring to the advice given by ChatGPT. As a result, the student 
only had to make one more draft, their final draft was submitted to ChatGPT. Figure 6 shows 
student B’s final draft. ChatGPT graded the paper and gave it a 90%. ChatGPT gives praise 
to the paper’s work where it says, “It flows better, and your points are more organized and 
clearer.” But it still gives some suggestions on how to make the essay stronger, “However, 
your essay can be improved by providing more statistical evidence to support your claims.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

 

Figure 6: Student B’s Final Position Draft 
 
Next, the students worked on the critique assignment. ChatGPT chose feminist theory within 
Harry Potter. Student A chose poststructuralism and the religious experience of hindus and 
christians. ChatGPT told student A that the topic would be great for the assignment and 
would work in context with the assignment. Finally, student B decided on the topic of gender 
identity within the novel, “The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao” by Junot Diaz. With their 
topics picked, each of the students then began writing their drafts. After finishing their first 
draft, student B uploaded it to ChatGPT. Student B’s initial draft as seen in figure 7 was 



	

 

given 89%. Where ChatGPT noted the areas of improvement, “Firstly, it would be helpful to 
provide more context on the concept of patriarchy and its historical and cultural significance 
in the Dominican Republic. This would help to provide a more in-depth understanding of 
how patriarchy operates in the novel. Additionally, while your analysis of the characters 
Oscar, Yunior, Lola, and Belicia is effective, it would be helpful to provide more specific 
examples from the novel to support your arguments.”  

Figure 7: Student B’s Initial Critique Draft 
 



	

 

Through the student’s constant writing of assignments, the student can be seen showing 
improvement between each assignment. Figure 8 shows Student B’s final critique draft, 
which ChatGPT gave a 90%. ChatGPT believes the strength of the paper is its structure, “The 
essay provides a clear and coherent structure, covering three generations, with each character 
taking the center of the story.” 
 
Finally, ChatGPT was tested for its ability to tutor the writing of technical reports containing 
advanced engineering topics. The topic of subsonic experimental aerodynamics was chosen. 
Experimental aerodynamics is a branch of aerodynamics that deals with the study of fluid 
dynamics around various objects through experimental methods. This subject is an advanced 
topic taught to Aerospace Engineering students that requires a firm understanding of 
incompressible aerodynamics and fluid mechanics to be able to understand the experiments. 
This particular subject was identified as many students struggled writing lab reports that 
correctly analyzed the results of the experiments. 
 
The chatbot was presented with technical terminology related to the concept of laminar and 
turbulent flow, which can often pose challenges for students trying to understand these 
advanced topics. To assess ChatGPT's ability to explain these concepts effectively, a specific 
prompt was given requesting an explanation suitable for a five-year-old audience. 
 

 
Figure 8: ChatGpt’s explanation of different flow types 

 
Experiments related to these engineering topics are usually performed in subsonic wind 
tunnels. Students would need to understand this information before completing the 
experiment, but after completing the experiment, they would need to be able to analyze the 
raw data and to be able to explain the trends. 
 
For a very basic example experiment, ChatGPT was asked what would happen if a ping pong 
ball and a golf ball were placed separately into a wind tunnel and the drag directly behind the 
object was recorded. The chatbot was able to correctly identify and explain what is in Figure 
9. 
 
 



	

 

 
Figure 9: ChatGPT’s prediction of experiment 

 
Results 
 
First, the job report assignment was analyzed. After taking student B’s rubric given from the 
professor and comparing the grades ChatGPT gave against the Professor’s grades, 
ChatGPT’s grades were harsher than the Professor. ChatGPT gave student B’s cover letter a 
95%, when the professor graded the student with a 100%.  
 
Second, the argumentative assignment demonstrated varying degrees of proficiency between 
ChatGPT's responses and the professor's evaluation. All five drafts of the assignment were 
diligently submitted to the professor for assessment. While ChatGPT's own response to the 
essay received a grade of 65%, the professor's evaluation revealed a less favorable outlook, 
stating, "This essay may be categorized as a 60, but it is perilously close to failing. It 
predominantly reads as explanatory rather than presenting a debatable topic and 
substantiating the argument's stance. Moreover, there are perplexingly disjointed paragraphs 
towards the end of the essay that do not align with the overall piece. "Student A, however, 
displayed some improvement in their draft, receiving a commendable 80% from the 
professor. The professor commented, "This work would place in the lower range of the 80s or 
upper 70s for me. Although it presents a foundational argument, it remains rudimentary and 
inadequately developed. The essay adopts a formulaic approach, lacking an attempt to create 
a stylistic design that appeals to a distinct and specific audience." These contrasting outcomes 
between a paper written solely by ChatGPT and a paper guided by ChatGPT indicate a 
discernible trend where ChatGPT's expertise lies in assisting students in their work rather 
than executing it on their behalf. 
 
Next, student B's initial draft received a satisfactory grade of 75%, surpassing ChatGPT's 
initial assessment. The professor explained the reasoning behind this score, stating, "This 
essay exhibits moments of insightful thoughts but remains underdeveloped, requiring further 
contextualization of ideas. Additional support is needed to elevate this essay to the 80/90 
range for me." In this case, ChatGPT's guidance appears to be more stringent, as evident in 
the job report assignment and the students' grades. However, student B's final draft received a 
diminished grade of 65%. This demonstrates that ChatGPT may struggle to provide 
appropriate grading or valuable advice for more intricate assignments. 
 
Moving on to the position assignment, ChatGPT's independent endeavor received a modest 
grade of 75% indicating its ability to produce average-quality papers on its own. Regrettably, 
student A's paper, despite ChatGPT's guidance, only garnered a grade of 65% from the 
professor. Despite the assistance provided by ChatGPT, student A was unable to reach the 
desired 70% or higher. Similarly, student B's performance revealed a lack of improvement, 
with their initial draft earning a score of 60%, which remained constant in the professor's 



	

 

evaluation of their final draft. Thus, it is apparent that ChatGPT's capabilities may fall short 
when assisting students with more complex assignments. 
 
Lastly, the critique assignment underscored the significant disparity between ChatGPT's 
performance and that of the professor's evaluation. ChatGPT's attempt at the assignment 
received a respectable grade of 75%. However, student A's paper received the lowest grade of 
all, with the professor noting that the chosen topic failed to adhere to the assignment 
guidelines, resulting in a score of 50%. The professor stated, "This paper would receive a 
failing grade as it does not fulfill the assignment's purpose. Students were expected to apply 
the framework of a critical theory to a context of their choice, preferably an artifact, and 
religion does not fit within this category." This predicament arose from ChatGPT providing 
erroneous guidance to student A, affirming the acceptability of their chosen topic despite it 
clearly diverging from the assignment guidelines. In contrast, student B's initial draft received 
a grade of 75%, coinciding with ChatGPT's initial attempt. This indicates that ChatGPT can 
offer rudimentary assistance. Remarkably, student B's final draft received an improved grade 
of 85%. Consequently, it can be inferred that ChatGPT's guidance is more effective in 
facilitating improvements with less complex assignments. 
 
For the high level technical report, the chatbot was able to explain engineering topics in a 
way that would be able to help an outsider complete the experiments. Figure 8 showcases 
ChatGPT's response to this prompt which successfully transformed the complex subject 
matter into an easily comprehensible explanation. The generated response struck a balance 
between simplicity and comprehensiveness, ensuring that the fundamental differences 
between laminar and turbulent flow were conveyed accurately. 
 
Experiments using topics such as these are not usually performed in a classroom setting until 
a college student is at least an upperclassman. The simplicity and clarity of ChatGPT's 
explanation make it suitable for students who need a basic understanding of the distinction 
between laminar and turbulent flow before engaging in experiments or further exploration of 
the topic. By providing a sensible explanation, ChatGPT has the potential to enhance 
students' comprehension and ensure a solid foundation for their participation in experimental 
activities related to fluid dynamics. 
 
ChatGPT’s prediction in figure 9 was correct. It was able to come to the conclusion in figure 
9 purely based on its knowledge of what was expected to happen and did not need to have 
any raw data from the actual experiment. This means that the student could easily ask 
ChatGPT what the expected result of the experiment is and be given an answer and a 
justification. The student could then easily cross check their experimental results with the 
expected results in order to see if they matched. This could also help the student provide a 
deeper analysis of what the data means and give a deeper conclusion to the experiment. 
 
Overall, ChatGPT had a deep understanding of this technical engineering topic being 
experimented on. It could explain the concept in very simple terms so that anyone could 
understand it going into the experiment. Based on these concepts, it could then predict what it 
thought would happen in the experiment. This would help the student have a deeper 
understanding of their data and provide them with a resource to understand what was 
happening. 
 
 
 



	

 

Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, ChatGPT has demonstrated its efficacy in enhancing students' academic 
performance and offering valuable insights and guidance, particularly in assignments of 
lesser complexity such as the job report and critical theory tasks. Its contribution can often be 
the differentiating factor between a passing and failing grade in these types of assignments. 
However, the limitations of ChatGPT become apparent when tackling more intricate tasks, 
such as the position paper and argumentative assignment. In these cases, both its own scores 
and the quality of advice provided are average at best. 
 
It is crucial for students to exercise caution when relying on ChatGPT for assistance with 
complex assignments, as it may even have a detrimental effect on their potential grade, as 
evidenced by student B's final argumentative draft receiving a 10% lower score than their 
initial draft. Notably, a significant flaw observed in ChatGPT's functionality is its inability to 
accurately identify appropriate topics for students, as exemplified by student A's critical 
theory assignment, where they failed due to ChatGPT's assurance that their chosen topic was 
suitable. Furthermore, ChatGPT's tendency to offer similar or identical advice throughout 
different assignments suggests a limitation in its ability to provide diverse and nuanced 
feedback. Therefore, while ChatGPT can be a valuable tool in aiding students with simpler 
assignments, it is prudent for students to seek additional guidance from professors or other 
reliable sources when tackling more complex academic tasks. This ensures a comprehensive 
and well-rounded approach to their assignments, leveraging the strengths of both human 
expertise and AI assistance. 
 
It is important to highlight that ChatGPT's grading approach appears to be more stringent in 
simpler assignments, such as the job application. However, it exhibits greater generosity 
when assessing more complex assignments, aligning with the findings of a previous study 
that stated, "Application and interpretation of knowledge with more complex analysis is not 
well processed by ChatGPT'' (Fergus et al., 2023). While ChatGPT proves beneficial in 
providing general advice, it may encounter limitations when dealing with advanced 
assignments. Nevertheless, successful implementations of ChatGPT have been observed in a 
Java programming class, as evidenced by the paper "The Development and Evaluation of an 
Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) Tutor for a Java Programming Class'' (Butka et al., n.d.), wherein 
it effectively supports students in enhancing their understanding of the object-oriented 
paradigm. This is supported by the results from the high level technical report where the 
chatbot was able to provide technical knowledge as well as its (correct) prediction on the 
results of an experiment. 
 
Despite the promising outcomes, ongoing debates persist regarding the merits and drawbacks 
of ChatGPT (“ChatGPT: friend or foe?”; 2023). As ChatGPT is a relatively new technology, 
discussions regarding its ethical implications are still ongoing (Graf & Bernardi, 2023). 
However, due to the increasing prevalence of ChatGPT, educators are faced with the 
challenge of incorporating it into their teaching methodologies (Yang, 2023). Various 
perspectives exist on the advantages and disadvantages of ChatGPT (Chavez, 2023), and 
while this research study concludes that ChatGPT can or cannot be used as a technical report 
writing tutor, it is important to note that many individuals perceive the use of ChatGPT as a 
potential threat to academic authority (“ChatGPT and usurping academic authority”; 2023). 
Nonetheless, there are also proponents who outline strategies for ethically integrating 
ChatGPT into educational practices (“Tools such as ChatGPT…”; 2023). It is crucial to 
acknowledge that the issue of technology's impact on academic integrity predates ChatGPT, 



	

 

as students who seek to cheat have long utilized tools like Google to find answers. However, 
relying solely on ChatGPT as a cheating tool without developing a deeper understanding of 
the subject matter may result in generic and superficial writing lacking in depth and 
originality. 
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